Newsletter
Taking this deeper, what is it
that creates our belief? The
answer to this is our
perspective on the subject.

Human Behaviour
Have you ever given any
thought to why people
think, say and do certain
things in their lives?
I am sure, sometimes we
have witnessed events and
may have asked ourselves,
“I wonder whatever made
that person do such a
thing?”
In terms of causing harm,
let’s look at the factors
present, that lead up to the
choices we make between
causing harm or not
causing harm and what is
underlying these decisions.
The end results of causing
harm are obvious and
evident and we see many
examples of this in our daily
lives.
Behaviours are easy to spot.
What influences human
behaviour are our beliefs.
What we believe about a
subject will influence our
Think
behaviour and
Think ultimately,
before you
Think
act
our choicebefore
between
before
you act
causing harm
or not
you act
causing harm.

Maintaining and continually
reinforcing a certain
perspective, leads us to
forming beliefs about that
subject.
So what shapes our
perspective in the first place
you may well ask?
The answer is how we
perceive things and this has
to do with awareness, how
present we may or may not
be, how much attention we
give something and how
honed our senses are to
receive input.
Each of us perceives things
differently, based on our
upbringing, environment,
conditioning and a million
other things that have
occurred during our life, with
which we have had contact
or exposure to.
The answer is to be aware. Be
aware of your perception at
any given time. Focusedattention is the key word and
as you become more aware,
the tendency is to stop
causing harm to yourself, to
others, equipment &
materials, the environment,
the planet and future
generations.

Our Vision:
Together we establish a
world class oil and gas
service organisation by
2012
It is the holiday and festive
season and I want to take
this opportunity to thank
each and every one of
you for your contribution
this year – and what a
year it has been!!
We are destined for
another big year of
growth in 2008 and this
should serve as a reminder
that our achievements are
directly proportionate to
the quality of the
relationships we have with
each other, our vendors,
subcontractors, suppliers
and clients (to name a
few).
So let us end 2007 on a
high note, take a bow for
our achievements and
start 2008 with a personal
pledge to maintain
excellent, harmonious
working relationships will
all who we deal with on a
day-to-day basis.
Happy holidays; please
conduct yourselves safely
and responsibly and thank
you all once again.

Raymond
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PROJECT UPDATE
Swiber Conquest, reading for her first project in Brunei
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